Everything UC San Diego is, it is because of you. Triton alumni are the drivers of a better world, the heart and determination to exceed what exists in pursuit of what is better. At the center of our campus, we are building our first-ever Triton Alumni and Welcome Center as a site for journeys home. A site for launching new Triton journeys.

Our grand vision is to create a space where stories begin, where your legacy is shared, and where Tritons of all ages come together. The Triton Alumni and Welcome Center will feature a multistory exterior media mesh screen; dedicated boardroom, lounge, library, hoteling space and meeting rooms for alumni to socialize, work and gather; state-of-the-art exhibition space to share our campus’ distinctive history; and welcome center that will serve as a hub for introducing prospective students, families and visitors to UC San Diego. Together, these will provide a gathering place for the Triton community to contemplate, celebrate and nurture their network as they connect with faculty and staff, mentor students, honor UC San Diego’s history, and plan for its future.

Establishing a space for new Tritons to launch their journeys and graduates to engage with our campus will create an environment that allows for interaction, connects alumni and current students, celebrates our dynamic campus, and creates new memories for our ever-growing community of Tritons.

At UC San Diego, we believe that what we don’t know today will forever change our tomorrows. Empowered by generosity and fueled by curiosity, we are unafraid to chase the unknown — to ask the questions no one has asked before and to push the boundaries of possibility. Together, we unite diverse people and unconventional perspectives to propel limitless impact. Because we know that when we come together, nothing is beyond us.
TRITON ALUMNI AND WELCOME CENTER PRIORITIES

As part of the forthcoming four-building Triton Center complex at the heart of campus, the new Triton Alumni and Welcome Center provides opportunities to support innovative programs and spaces that bring our Triton community together. Whether you are interested in spaces for mentoring undergraduates or helping prospective Tritons navigate their campus visit, your gift will help our audacious community to connect, innovate and transform.

TRITON ALUMNI AND WELCOME CENTER

- When visitors arrive at the Triton Alumni and Welcome Center, they’ll experience a curated digital exhibition space featuring highlights from UC San Diego’s history, including discoveries that accelerated science and technology and culture that influenced the world.

- At the Triton Alumni and Welcome Center, visitors can find a one-stop shop for tickets to campus events and tours, as well as office suites for both the Stuart Collection and Campus Performances and Events Office.

- The building will showcase a state-of-the-art media mesh screen wrapping around more than half the building’s exterior, providing a digital, 21st-century canvas for concerts, campus events, Division I athletic competition, news stories and announcements.

- The combination lounge and library will provide visiting alumni with an atmosphere of comfort and hospitality, as well as open space for collaboration that accommodates impromptu discussions, brainstorms and reconnection with fellow Tritons.

- Conference and event spaces will create opportunities for alumni to work with student entrepreneurs, hosting mentorship office hours when undergraduates can learn about technologies, arts and industries from the Tritons who built them.

- A large executive conference room for hosting the Triton Alumni Board of Directors, as well as nearby hoteling office space for focused meetings or mentorship sessions with students, will provide dynamic locations for all our Tritons’ needs.

- A rooftop terrace will offer an exciting event space featuring panoramic views of the entire UC San Diego campus.

Together with your philanthropic support, we can continue to challenge convention, to be the place where education passes along a spirit of curiosity and boldness to question tradition.

You made this university as much as it made you. We invite you to join us to keep unmaking history with us.

Learn more at alumni.ucsd.edu/alumnicenter.

For more information about naming opportunities within the Triton Alumni and Welcome Center, please email advancement@ucsd.edu.